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Five years after Scuba took the careful decision to end his seminal SUB:STANCE party at Berghain, Hotflush present Sounds 
of SUB:STANCE , a vast compilation of unreleased or previously vinyl-only material from some of the most lauded figures in 
electronic music, as well as key tracks that represent the era, presented in one digital package due 23rd November. 	!
Unheard music from artists including Shackleton, Vex’d, Untold, TRG (aka Cosmin TRG) and Scuba, as well as previously 
vinyl-only classics from Mala, Skream, Peverelist, Instra:mental and Matty G document a crucial chapter in the development 
of underground music. 	!
SUB:STANCE opened a portal for many involved with the UK-centric dubstep movement in the 00s, immersing them 
directly at the core of Berlin’s inimitable techno scene. During its five year run from 2008-2013, the quarterly event run by 
Paul Rose (aka Scuba) and Paul Fowler (aka Paul Spymania) brought an impressive list of artists to Berghain for the first time, 
opening up the Berlin institution to a new set of aesthetics and commanding a dialogue between two crucial scenes. 
SUB:STANCE quickly spread further afield, with a residency in New York and showcases held around the world, before 
coming to a considered end with a final party at Berghain and Panorama Bar in July 2013, exactly five years after the first 
edition. 	!
Sounds of SUB:STANCE provides a detailed portrait of this era. Previously unheard material alludes to a time of inspiration 
for a number of luminaries. Two tracks from Shackleton, both recorded live - ‘Torn Skin’ and ‘Live Dawn’ - find the inimitable 
artist on dizzying form, formulating complex rhythmic spirals amongst mind-altering textures. UK funky takes an eerie turn 
on Roska’s ‘Schmuck’ whilst TRG looks towards the hazy after hours on ‘Mercury Dub’ and straight to the floor with 2-step 
bubbler ‘Make Everything Alright’. Quintessential dubstep also features heavily, with never before heard half-time steppers 
‘Titan Rain’ by Vex’d and Scuba’s ‘Eject’ flying the flag alongside abstract post-dubstep like Scuba’s ‘Ripchord’ and two new 
tracks from Untold, ‘Winding Shott’ and ‘Rainbow Dell’. 	!
Highly sought after vinyl-only classics like Mala’s DMZ plates ‘Eyez’ and ‘Stand Against War’, and Skream’s frantic breakbeat 
workout ‘Ain’t It Cold’ are available digitally for the first time, whilst much loved mainstays like Matty G’s heavyweight 
‘50,000 watts’ and Peverelist’s classic remix of 2nd II None’s ‘Waterfalls’ feature, firmly etched in the memories of those who 
were there at the time. The growing influence of house and techno is also tangible, most notably on the swirling freneticism 
of Boddika’s ‘Syn Chron’, Jon Convex’s funk-driven ‘Pop That P’ and the shuffling hi-hats and hollow basslines of Trevino’s 
classic ‘Derelict’. 	!
Sounds of SUB:STANCE is the soundtrack to a legendary event concept that added considerable velocity and dynamics to 
the evolution of electronic music. By providing a formal connection between two of the most important worlds in 
underground music, it created a mutually beneficial exchange, allowing artists to draw inspiration from each other in ways 
that would prove to be exponentially valuable. 	!
Original artwork by Michael Sayles. 	!
‘We want to remind people who were there at the time, and who came to the parties. But more importantly for me is 
getting to people who missed the whole thing, either because they were too young or there were just into other stuff 
around then. It's a really interesting musical period and quite singular in that it wasn't around for long and was very 
concentrated. But there was so much cool stuff to come out of it, and I hope people will dig deeper after checking out these 
releases.’ - Scuba 	!!!!!!
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Tracklist:  
01. Mala - Eyez	
02. Matty G - 50,0000 Watts	
03. Vex’d - Titan Rain *	
04. 2nd II None - Waterfallz (Peverelist Remix)	
05. Trevino - Derelict	
06. Scuba - Ripchord *	
07. Skream - Ain’t It Cold?	
08. Shakleton - Torn Skin *	
09. Toasty - Skinny	
10. Appleblim - Darkest Red	
11. Instra:mental - Vicodin	
12. Scuba - Eject *	
13. TRG - Mercury Dub *	
14. Mala - Stand Against War 	
15. Search & Destroy - Wavescape (Vex’d Remix)	
16. Addison Groove - Forgiven	
17. Sepalcure - Feeling That I know So Well	
18. Boddika - Syn Chron	
19. Roska - Schmuck *	
20. Trevino - Tracer	
21. Untold - Winding Shott *	
22. Shackleton - Live Dawn (version) *	
23. Vex’d vs Search & Destroy - End Of Line	
24. Matty G - The 808 Bass	
25. Jon Convex - Pop That P	
26. Untold - Rainbow Dell *	
27. TRG - Make Everything Alright *	
28. John Osborn - All Night Long	
29. Search & Destroy - Blue Mantra	!
* exclusive to this release	
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